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Abstract

This article presents a structure of multiple shared
ontologies to integrate heterogeneous sources.
This specific structure is intended to be easy to im-
plement to maintain and to scale, and also close to
the human model of conceptualisation. The struc-
ture has been investigate in a small scale experi-
ment set in the domain of the international coffee
preparation. The experiment has also addressed,
an identification of the different types of hetero-
geneity that can affect the resources.

1 Introduction

In this article we discuss a small-scale experiment in find-
ing architectures for the integration of heterogeneous re-
sources. In this architecture resources are clustered on the
basis of the resemblance between their conceptualisations
of their domains. One of the motivating ideas is that - as
with inter-person interaction - resources with a similar con-
ceptualisation can have more ’in-depth’ conversations than
those who share less of their conceptualisation. The archi-
tecture investigated is intended to reconcile different types
of heterogeneity, and for this reason one of the stages of the
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experiment has been to identify the types of heterogeneity
that can affect distributed systems. Furthermore, this archi-
tecture is also intended to be more convenient to implement
and give better prospects for maintenance. The experi-
ment is set in the international coffee-preparing domain and
builds on ideas that have been launched in two previous pa-
pers [Sha97], [Vi98b]. The experiment is investigated as a
spin-off of the KRAFT project [Gra97], [Gra98], a knowl-
edge integration project that is currently conducted in the
United Kingdom. In section 2 we introduce the context
of our research, which is the KRAFT project. In section 3
the background of the ontology-clustering idea is discussed
while section 4 presents the motivating scenario. In section
5 we define kinds of heterogeneity. Section 6 then presents
a so-called ’ontology cluster’ architecture and in section 7
we illustrate how communication between resources is per-
formed in this architecture. Finally, in section 8 we look
ahead and draw conclusions.

2 The KRAFT project

KRAFT is a research project on the integration of het-
erogeneous information by means of an agent architec-
ture [Gra97, Gra98]. The project focuses on the integra-
tion of data plus relations between data items (in the form
of constraints) rather than merely data or data enriched
by context information. In this KRAFT differs from in-
tegration projects, such as OBSERVER [Men96], SIMS
[Are96], Carnot [Woe92], and the COIN project [Dar95].
The project is conducted by the Universities of Aberdeen,
Cardiff and Liverpool in conjunction with British Telecom-
munications plc. and started in May 1996.
The KRAFT architecture permits the combination of in-
formation from a set of legacy systems, here referred to
as resources. Examples of resources are databases, knowl-
edge systems, constraint solvers, and semi-structured web
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pages. Users interact with the middleware architecture via
a user agent, which allows them to formulate their queries
and which also presents the results to the users. The agent-
middleware architecture has three types of agents: wrap-
pers, facilitators and mediators. The wrapper links the ex-
ternal resources onto the KRAFT middleware. To do so the
wrapper performs language, protocol and ontology transla-
tions from and into the KRAFT application internal ’stan-
dards’. The facilitator is the white and yellow page fa-
cility. It is consulted by the other agents to ’recommend’
services that match the functionality they require. The me-
diator is the KRAFT internal problem solver. Mediators
analyse and decompose information requests and arrange
for the required information to be gathered from the re-
sources. Thereafter, information is combined if necessary
and passed back to the agent that consulted the mediator.
Communication between the agents is done using a set of
performatives based on KQML [Fin98]. A typical session
starts with the mediators and resources making themselves
known to the facilitator (performative: register). After reg-
istration the mediator and resources advertise their capabil-
ities (performative: advertise), also to the facilitator. The
user agent, aiming to have a query answered, will contact
the facilitator via its wrapper with the request to recom-
mend an agent who can deal with its query (performative:
recommend-one or recommend-all). The facilitator then
consults its internal database of advertised capabilities and
replies by forwarding (performative: forward) the appro-
priate advertisement(s) to the user agent. This advertise-
ment allows the user agent (via its wrapper) to communi-
cate directly with the agent that submitted this advertise-
ment. The latter agent will then be sent the query (per-
formatives: ask-one, ask-all). By contacting the facilitator
every time an agent that needs the service of another agent
the network can adapt to situations in which resources are
(temporarily) out of service, or, select the most appropriate
agent to deal with the query.
Resources in KRAFT are legacy systems and are hetero-
geneous with respect to their ontologies (more on the re-
source heterogeneity in section 5). The strategy adopted in
KRAFT is that of having shared ontologies that serve as
an ’ontology lingua franca’. Information from resources is
translated from the local ontology into one of the shared
ontologies and vice versa. Many architectures for resource
integration use a single shared ontology, even though hav-
ing one shared ontology is not always optimal, especially
for larger applications. The two prototypes that have been
developed in the KRAFT project so far have used a single
shared ontology as well, nevertheless KRAFT is exploring
alternative solutions that exploit multiple but smaller ontol-
ogy standards in order to overcome these disadvantages. In
the next section the alternatives of a single shared ontolo-
gies vs. multiple ontologies are illustrated.

3 Multiple shared ontologies

Literature about ontologies is vast and addresses different
problems such as the design of ontologies [Fri97] or the
reuse of ontologies [Usc98].
In the remainder of this section the attention is focused
on different solutions to the integration of heterogeneous
resources with different ontologies, and both some ap-
proaches that are in the literature and a novel approach
are presented. All the approaches, however, are based on
the some functions performing the translations between
the ontologies (shared or not). These functions are often
called in the literature mapping functions: Concepts can be
shared between different resources if an appropriate map-
ping function can be found that translates a concept under-
stood by one resource into a concept that is understood by
another resource. This is the minimal requirement for two
resources to share knowledge.
The integration of heterogeneous sources can be accom-
plished without an intermediate ontology. This is the so-
called ’one-to-one’ approach, where for each ontology a set
of translating functions is provided to allow the communi-
cation with the other ontologies. Such an approach would
require in the worse case, that is if the mappings are not
isomorphic, the definition of mapping functions,
if n ontologies are comprised in the structure. This is what
happens in the system OBSERVER [Men96], where trans-
lations of concepts from a source ontology into a destina-
tion one are accomplished by defining appropriate mapping
functions. This approach only seems feasible only if there
are a few ontologies (resources). It also would not be very
scalable because if a new resource is added to the struc-
ture this approach requires the definition of n new mapping
functions.
Many architectures to integrate resources comprise a sin-
gle shared ontology, an example is given by InfoSleuth,
[Bay97] and by the KRAFT architecture. Whether such
approach is conceptually realistic is a matter of debate
[Sha97]. The drawbacks of dealing with a single shared
ontology are similar to those of any standard (see also:
[Vi98b]). Often, standards are not very convenient to use
since they have to be suitable for all potential uses. Also,
the task of defining such standards is often lengthy and
complicated. Moreover, committing to a standard restricts
the degree of heterogeneity that may exist between those
using the standards, and, last but not least, standards - by
their nature - resist changes, partly due to the aforemen-
tioned reasons.
In contrast to an approach in which all resources share
one body of knowledge here we propose to locate shared
knowledge in multiple but smaller shared ontologies. This
approach, which is thought to be more flexible and scal-
able, is referred to as ontology-based resource clustering, or
shortly, ontology clustering [Sha97]. Resources no longer
commit to one comprehensive ontology but they are clus-
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Figure 1: The hierarchy of multiple shared ontologies
tered together on the basis of the similarities they show in
the way they conceptualise the common domain.

Ontology clusters are then organised in a hierarchical
fashion. In the top level cluster there are the general con-
cepts that are shared by all the resources, where in the lower
level clusters the concepts defined in the higher level ontol-
ogy clusters are extended and characterised in order to pro-
vide the local conceptualisation of one or more resources.
Therefore, each sibling cluster specialises the concepts that
are in its parent cluster. The lower level clusters have more
precise concept definitions than the higher levels, making
the latter more abstract. Since different siblings can extend
their parent cluster concepts in different ways the cluster
hierarchy permit the co-existence of heterogeneous (sib-
ling) ontologies. Figure 1 illustrates this particular struc-
ture, where Local Ont.1, Local Ont. 2, Local Ont.3 and
Local Ont.4 are the local ontologies, is the ontol-
ogy shared by the local ontologies 1 and 2 and analogously

is the ontology shared by the local ontologies 3
and 4. indicates the ontology shared by the
two below that is and .
This idea has been used in a small experiment conducted
within a (telecommunications) business process [Vi98b]
and in the remainder of this paper an another experiment
with the principles of multiple-ontology architectures is il-
lustrated. Both experiments are conducted as independent
spin-off projects of the KRAFT project.

4 Motivating Scenario

Our experiment is set in the domain of preparing coffee.
Four agents from four different countries are hypothesised
to tell each other what coffee means in their country. In
the remainder the word agent refers to either a human or
a software one. Software agents were not implemented
in the coffee domain experiment. The experiment focuses
on investigating the structure of multiple shared ontologies
for the knowledge sharing, therefore the implementation of
software agents was deemed beyond the scope of the exper-
iment. The agents are François from France, Nicola from
Italy, Charles from the United Kingdom and Klaas from
the Netherlands. The agents share a basic understanding
of the domain in that they know what the basic ingredients

Concept Description
Coffee ingredient The substance derived from the cof-

fee plant that is used to prepare
coffee.

Kitchen appliance A physical object that is used as
kitchen tool.

Coffee drink A drink produced by using some
coffee ingredient, water and a
kitchen appliance.

Coffee maker A kitchen appliance that produces
coffee drink and is composed by a
filter component, a liquid container
and a coffee holder that holds either
some solid substance or some liquid
substance.

Heating device A kitchen appliance that is used to
warm something.

Hot water Is water with a specific temperature
greater than 90 Celsius degrees.

Solid container Some sort of substance container.
Liquid container Some sort of substance container.

Table 1: Concepts shared by all agents
are and that the coffee powder (where powder refers either
to the ground coffee or to the instant coffee grains) and hot
water somehow need to be combined, but there are regional
differences. Agent know how coffee is made in their nation,
what the ingredients are and the tools necessary to prepare
it, and what their name is. Stereotyping these nations a
bit further we here assume that François only knows about
cafetière coffee , Nicola only knows espresso coffee (pre-
pared with an espresso coffee maker ), Charles only knows
about instant coffee (prepared with a kettle), and Klaas can
only make coffee with an electric coffee maker. The shared
concepts however, should guarantee that dialogues about
the meaning of unfamiliar concepts are possible and it will
be illustrated that agents who share more concepts can have
more ’meaningful’ conversations. Table 1 shows the most
important shared concepts:

Besides the universally shared concepts, the agents also
have a set of local concepts about coffee drinks, such as
the concept of coffee maker in their countries or the type of
coffee used in their nations to prepare a coffee drink. These
concepts are related to more general knowledge such as that
the coffee drink has water and coffee as ingredients, that a
coffee maker is a kitchen tool etc. The local concepts for
each agent are illustrated in Table 2.

Although all the agents share the basic concepts above
those are not the only shared concepts. In fact some more
knowledge is shared by a restricted number of agents. For

A cafetière is a jug in which ground coffee is placed. After pouring
hot water on the coffee a filter is pressed through the jug.

An espresso coffee maker has a water tank, a filter (that also holds the
coffee), and a coffee reservoir. Coffee is made by forcing boiling water
under pressure (in the water tank) through the ground coffee that is held
in the filter.
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François Nicola Charles Klaas
Ground coffee powder Ground coffee ingredient Instant coffee grains Ground coffee
French coffee Espresso Instant coffee Dutch coffee
Cafetière (composed by a
jug, a filter device and pro-
ducing French coffee)

Espresso coffee maker (com-
posed by a water reservoir, a
coffee reservoir, and a filter
and coffee holder, and pro-
ducing Espresso coffee)

Mug Electric coffee maker (com-
posed by a jug, a water reser-
voir and a filter and coffee
holder constituent and pro-
ducing Dutch coffee)

Kettle Kettle

Table 2: Concepts not shared by all agents
example, from the description of the local concepts in table
1 it is possible to notice that the concept of Electric cof-
fee maker, known by Klaas, is quite similar to the one of
Espresso coffee maker, known by Nicola. Indeed both are
coffee makers and both have a component where the water
is put, a component to hold the coffee ingredient that also
acts as filter during the coffee preparation and a component
where the coffee drink is saved.
Communication between the agents centres on finding the
similarities in the conceptualisations. That is, an agent tries
to explain to another agent how coffee in his country is
made, using his own concepts as starting point. He will
try to understand what the other agent knows and explains
unknown concepts in terms familiar to the other agent. To
illustrate the process, we here give an example of the type
of interactions between the agents in the experiment. This
specific dialogue refers to a conversation between Nicola
and François (disregarding their native languages to pre-
serve clarity).

Nicola: What do you use to make coffee?
François: I use hot water, ground coffee pow-

der, a kettle and a cafetière
Nicola: How hot is the water?
François: Hot water is a kind of water that has

temperature higher than 90 degree
Celsius

Nicola: You use ground coffee powder, what
is that?

François: Ground coffee powder is the same as
ground coffee

Nicola: What is a kettle?
François: A kettle is a heating device
Nicola: What is a cafetière?
François: A cafetière is a coffee maker that

consists of a jug and a filter device
Nicola: Does the cafetière have a water

reservoir?
François: A cafetière has a jug that is a sub-

stance container, where substance
can be either solid or liquid. The jug
can contain liquid that is hot water
or the actual coffee drink

Nicola: What is the ground coffee kept in?

François: Ground coffee is kept in the jug, as
it can also contain solids

Nicola: Does the jug have a filter, then?
François: No, the jug does not have a filter, but

the cafetire has a filter device that is
a filter component.

Nicola and François are struggling to understand each
other because they share only very general concepts about
coffee. Moreover, the dialogue does not completely ex-
plain the relationships between the meaning of terms. For
example, Nicola will be able to understand that a jug can
contain both liquids and solids, but he will not be able to
fully infer that the jug in the cafetière corresponds to both
the water reservoir and the coffee reservoir and the filter (in
that it contains ground coffee) in the Espresso coffee maker.
A conversation between Nicola and the Dutch agent Klaas
will be less troublesome since these agents share more con-
cepts.

5 Heterogeneity Definition and Assessment

The agents in the scenario are heterogeneous both with
respect to their languages and their ontologies. The first
question addressed in this experiment is what forms of het-
erogeneity exist between our agents. The vast amount of
literature on the integration of heterogeneous information
sources is sometimes confusing regarding the kind of het-
erogeneity that is dealt with, especially where the knowl-
edge engineering and data modelling fields meet. This
makes it less easy to compare the different approaches
[Tam98]. Although many efforts have been made to clas-
sify heterogeneity between databases [Mar90], [Kim91],
[Cer93], few efforts are known classifying heterogeneity
between ontologies [Vi98a]. In this section we attempt to
define heterogeneity in distributed agent architectures and
position the four agents in our experiment with respect to
the distinguished heterogeneity kinds.
To define heterogeneity between resources of a distributed
agent system we take a system design process perspective
that is based on the design of such a system. The idea being
that ”difference in character” [All90] between resources re-
sults from differences in the choices that are made during
the various stages of the design of a system. We com-
mence by describing an imaginative bird’s-eye perspective
of steps of a software engineer starting from the perception
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of the world up to the implementation of the resources. The
steps are selected on the basis of their relevance for our
present purposes, and are by no means exhaustive. It is
not based on an in-depth analysis of human software engi-
neers, and any control structure is omitted. In practice this
means that some series of steps may be performed at once,
some series of steps may be iterated, and other steps may
be omitted. We do claim however, that most steps (if not
all) have been identified in the knowledge engineering lit-
erature. The steps identify the choices that are made, the
results they produce, as well as some examples of these re-
sults. We start with the steps that are taken to build the
individual resources and divide these into three phases:

(A) Ontology definition phase (steps A1-A7),

(B) Resource application design phase (steps B1-B4),

(C) Resource application implementation phase (steps
C1-C3).

The complete set of steps is given in Table 3. We as-
sume that the resources in the architecture are knowledge
systems and / or databases, and that the designer forms an
ontology (that may not have been made explicit) of his do-
main as a precursor for the design of each of the resources.

In each step of the process, different people may make
different decisions and in the design of a distributed archi-
tecture this may lead to the introduction of a (new) kind
of heterogeneity between the resources. Already during
the first listed step - perception (A1) - the first heterogene-
ity may be introduced. Although it is possible, it is not
necessary that all steps introduce heterogeneity underlying
the applications. Different choices for the conceptual mod-
elling language, for instance, can but are not very likely to
make the resulting applications more or less heterogeneous.
However, if these steps do introduce heterogeneity then, us-
ing the table, we can identify and refer to the different kinds
of heterogeneity more accurately. Ontology heterogeneity
can, for instance, arise from any (possibly all) of the seven
steps identified in phase A, thus identifying seven primitive
types of ”ontology heterogeneity” (cf. [Vi98a]).
Besides the overloading of the term ”ontology heterogene-
ity” in the literature, we also find the term ”language het-
erogeneity” to be used for different things. In the table
we have already identified five different languages that are
involved in the process of making a resource. The first
language is the (natural) language from which the vocab-
ulary (used to refer to the concepts) is extracted (step A3).
The second language is the ontology language, which is
(usually) a formal language, which is at the least machine-
readable (step A6). The third and fourth languages that
may be used are the conceptual and formal modelling lan-
guages (step B1 and B3). The fifth and last language is
the implementation language in which the application is
realised (step C2). This illustrates that the phrase ”the sys-
tems have a language heterogeneity” is highly ambiguous

(and should hence be used with care). Perhaps it is inter-
esting to note that the heterogeneity that can be introduced
during steps A3, A4, and A6 can all be said to be both ”lan-
guage heterogeneity” and ”ontology heterogeneity”. The
indexes in the table can be used to point out more accu-
rately which kind of heterogeneity is meant.
So far, the steps that are taken in the design of the indi-
vidual resources have been listed. There are other kinds of
considerations that have to be taken into account if the re-
sources are to be embedded in an agent architecture. These
considerations are the minimal requirements to permit re-
sources to communicate. Again, we stress that the require-
ments serve only to identify different types of heterogene-
ity rather than completeness from a software-engineering
perspective. In designing an agent architecture some of the
actions taken can introduce further kinds of heterogeneity.
Of these, we mention the (D1) choice of the Agent Com-
munication Language (such as KQML), (D2) the choice of
the Content Language within this communication language
(such as KIF or PROLOG), (D3) the ontology that is used
to express the information exchanged, and (D4) the design
and (D5) implementation of the agent interface of the re-
sources. The reason for focusing on these steps is that they
identify another kind of ”ontology heterogeneity” (bring-
ing the total up to eight) and two more kinds of ”language
heterogeneity” (bringing the total up to seven). Both the
agent communication language and the content language
can, in principle, differ between agents. Notice, that al-
though ontology heterogeneity is already covered in the on-
tology definition phase, the agent communication ontology
may be different from the agent’s ontology and hence in-
troduce another type of ontology heterogeneity.
Table 3 and the further considerations allow us to charac-
terise our architecture with respect to its heterogeneity sta-
tus. We assume that two agents perceive the objects in the
world in an identical fashion (A1), but they differ in the
way they conceptualise them and in the way they create
their ontology (A2-A5), although they use the same ontol-
ogy language (A6). From the agent architectural viewpoint,
we assume that the agents use the same Agent Commu-
nication Language (D1) and the same Content Language
(D2), but possibly different communication ontologies and
design and implementation of the agent interface of the re-
sources (D4 and D5). For the remainder, they are identical,
except for their (ontology, conceptual, formal, and imple-
mentation) models. In short, the heterogeneity between our
agents is described in Table 4 (steps marked with a are
assumed to cause heterogeneity):

6 Ontology Clusters

Ontology clustering is based on the similarities between the
concepts known to the different agents. Since in this appli-
cation all agents are assumed to be familiar with concepts
such as coffee beans, water, and kitchen appliances, we
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Table 3: Design process steps to identify heterogeneity kinds

Table 4: Design process steps to identify heterogeneity kinds
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Figure 2: The hierarchy of multiple shared ontologies

group these concepts in a so-called application (specific)
ontology, rooted at the top of the hierarchy of ontologies.
The ontology on top of the hierarchy describes the specific
domain and so it is not reusable. For this reason, and fol-
lowing Van Heijst approach [Van97] it was named applica-
tion ontology.
The concept definitions in this application ontology are de-
rived from an existing top-level ontology, which is here
chosen to be WordNet [Mil90].
The application ontology contains a relevant subset of
WordNet concepts. For each concept a sense is selected,
depending on the domain, from those provided by Word-
Net. If some agents share concepts that are not shared by
other agents then there is a reason to create a new ontol-
ogy cluster. A new ontology cluster here is a child ontol-
ogy that defines certain new concepts using the concepts
already contained in its parent ontology. The Italian and
Dutch agent, for instance, share the concept of a ”coffee-
maker device” that has a water container a filter that also
holds coffee and a coffee container. This concept is un-
known to the French and English agents. Ultimately, the
agents are likely to have concepts that are not shared with
any other agent. In our ontology structure, we then cre-
ate a separate, agent-specific ontology as sub ontology of
the cluster in which the agent resides. We refer to these
ontologies as mirror ontologies since they mirror the local
agent ontologies. The mirror ontologies are the leaf nodes
of our ontology hierarchy. Since the local ontologies are
expressed in the agent’s mother tongue the language het-
erogeneity A3 and A4 occurs between the local and the
mirror ontologies. To overcome this kind of heterogene-
ity the local ontologies are translated in one common lan-
guage, here English. In figure 2 the ontology hierarchy to-
gether with mappings between local and mirror ontologies
are presented.

In each of the ontologies in the structure concepts are
described in terms of attributes and inheritance relations
holding in the ontology’s structure. Concepts are hierar-
chically organised and the inheritance allows the passing
down of information through the hierarchy.
Concepts are expressed in terms of inherited and distin-
guishing attributes. Inherited attributes are those express-

ing the similarities between a parent concept and its sib-
lings (the parent concept can be defined in the ontology
itself or in a parent ontology). They describe the main
characteristics of a concept that are also present in its sub-
concepts. A concept that specialises a more general one
inherits all the attributes from its parent concept. In these
translations we exclude multiple inheritance, chiefly since
the language that has been chosen to define our ontology
(P/FDM - [Emb92]) does not support it.
To the set of inherited attributes other attributes are added
to distinguish the specific concept from the more general
one. These attributes describe the characteristic differences
between a concept and its siblings. The distinguishing at-
tributes are used to map concepts from a source ontology
into a destination ontology preserving the meaning of the
concept.
The following example shows a concept expressed in terms
of its attributes, both inherited and distinguishing. For
purpose of explanation in the remainder all the exam-
ples of ontologies will be expressed in ONTOLINGUA
([Gru92, Ontol]) rather than P/FDM although we still dis-
regard multiple inheritance.
In the coffee domain introduced in section 4 the Dutch local
ontology refers to a parent shared ontology. The Dutch lo-
cal ontology contains the specialised concept of Filter and
coffee holder constituent which is a component of an elec-
tric coffee maker:

(Define-Class Filter-And-Coffee-Holder-
Constituent (?X)
"A filter and coffee holder con-
stituent is a kind of con-
stituent of an electric coffee maker that

holds coffee and uses a paper filter."
:Def (And (Constituent ?X)))

with attributes described by the following slots:

(Define-Relation Holds-In (?Frame ?Value)
"A filter and coffee holder con-
stituent holds in it ground coffee "
:Def (And (Filter-And-Coffee-Holder-
Constituent ?Frame) (Ground-
Coffee ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Uses-Paper-
Filter (?Frame ?Value)
"A filter and coffee holder con-
stituent uses a paper filter"
:Def (And (Filter-And-Coffee-Holder-
Constituent ?Frame)(Paper-Filter ?Value)))

This concept is declared as subclass of constituent that in
the Dutch local ontology is defined as:

(Define-Class Constituent (?X)
"A constituent is a kind of physical ob-
ject that is part of a kitchen appliance."
:Def (And (Physical-Object ?X)))
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with the attribute:

(Define-Relation Is-Part-Of (?Frame ?Value)
"A con-
stituent is part of a kitchen appliance"
:Def (And (Constituent ?Frame) (Kitchen-
Appliance ?Value)))

Thus, the concept filter and coffee holder constituent in-
herits from the parent concept constituent the features of
being part of a kitchen appliance and of being a physi-
cal object. Moreover it adds to these the characteristic at-
tributes that allow to distinguish between a generic con-
stituent and a filter and coffee holder constituent.

7 Communication between resources
In the ontology structure presented in section 6 communi-
cation between resources is performed via mapping func-
tions (section 4). In this experiment mappings can be either
partial or total and are not necessarily isomorphic; that is if
a mapping function exists from a resource A to a resource
B this does not imply that the opposite mapping from the
resource B to the resource A exists.
The remainder of this section outlines how we envisage
that communication between the resources in the ontology
structure is performed. Two kinds of translations between
ontologies are distinguished:

1. Translations of the first type are those mapping con-
cepts from the agent’s local ontology onto a corre-
sponding concept within the ’mirror’ ontology. This is
a language translation and will largely imply a direct
word-by-word mapping although common language-
translation problems occur here (e.g. [Mah95]). This
first step resolves the heterogeneity kind A3 (see table
2 above).

2. Translations of the second type are those that will
be encoded in functions mapping concepts between
the ontologies composing the structure, thus translat-
ing concepts from one ontology, possibly repeatedly,
into its child or into its parent ontology. The aim of
this step is to resolve the other types of heterogeneity.
Concepts belonging to one of the ’mirror’ ontologies
are mapped into concepts of another ’mirror’ ontology
via one or more shared ontologies. The remainder of
this section will focus on this type of translations.

In the reminder we will use the term source ontology
to denote the ontology containing the concept that is to be
translated, whereas we use the term destination ontology to
denote the ontology the concept has to be translated to.
The ontologies in the structure are hierarchically organised,
and for this reason translating from the source ontology
into the destination ontology may generally consist of two
types of translation steps. The first type of is generalisa-
tion (from the concept to its hypernym in the same or in

a parent shared ontology). The second type is specialisa-
tion (from the concept in the parent shared ontology to its
hyponym in the same or in another ontology). However,
the mere translation of a concept through a generalisation
and a subsequent specialisation is not enough; indeed such
a translation is guaranteed to preserve the meaning only if
the concept to translate has a synonym in the local des-
tination ontology. If this is not the case the concept will
be mapped into a more general one, and thus it will be an
approximation. This is what happens in the SIMS project
[Are96] where a query is reformulated as the union of its
more general concepts using the relationship holding be-
tween a class of concepts and its super-class. To preserve
the meaning, however, some constraints can be added.
The translation between local ontologies can be sum-
marised by the following steps:

a) The concept needing to be translated is identified.

b) Once identified, the concept is translated into the
terms of the shared ontology immediately above the
source ontology. If a direct translation does not exist
the first hypernym of the concept is found such that a
translation exists between the hypernym and a concept
in the shared ontology immediately above. The same
translation process is applied to all the concepts in the
destination ontology.

c) The hypernym of the concept is then located in the
shared ontology.

d) The attributes of the concept in the source ontology
are compared with the attributes of the hypernym just
found to select the distinguishing features;

e) Then the concept expressed in terms of the shared on-
tology, (that is the relationships holding between con-
cepts in the structure are identified) together with its
distinguishing attributes is passed to the parent shared
ontology;

f) If in the destination local ontology there is a concept
that is a specialisation of the one passed to the shared
ontology, then for this local concept a mapping can
be defined between the original local concept and the
one just selected. If not the procedure is recursively
applied, climbing up a level to the more general shared
ontology.

This kind of translation obtained by subsequent gen-
eralisation and specialisation steps is effective only if the
source and the destination concepts have a common ances-
tor that is not too high in the hierarchy, otherwise the gen-
eralisation steps can lead to a too general ancestor. In this
latter case, the information loss due to the generalisation is
too high, and the translation obtained might be a trivial one.
To avoid the loss of information that is intrinsic of a gen-
eralisation, attributes and relations linking concepts play a
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crucial role. In fact they not only allow the identification of
the hypernym of a concept (either in the same or in a shared
ontology) but they also allow to ”attach” some characteris-
ing information to each concept thus giving a distinction
between the concept itself and its parent.
The following example illustrates what kind of information
is passed when translating a concept from one ontology to
another. The example refers to the natural-language dia-
logue that is presented in section 4 where the French agent,
François, tries to explain to the Italian agent, Nicola, what
a cafetière is. The concept of Cafetière is represented in
the French mirror ontology. François wants to explain it to
Nicola, who knows the concept of Espresso coffee maker
(defined in the Italian ontology). As stated before, we fo-
cus on ontology conversions and disregard any language
translations. Hence, we do not address the translation from
the local ontologies into the mirror ontologies. Here we as-
sume that the source concept and those in the destination
ontology are already expressed in terms of their respective
shared ontologies, as in b) above.
The French (mirror) ontology describes a cafetière as:

(Define-Class Cafetiere (?X)
"A cafetire is a kind of kitchen appli-
ance that produces French cof-
fee and has a filter device and a

jug."
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker ?X)))

so as a subclass of Coffee Maker (subclass of Kitchen Ap-
pliance in the Application ontology) with attributes Has fil-
ter device, Has jug, and Produces, which is inherited by
Kitchen Appliance:

(Define-Relation Has-Filter-
Device (?Frame ?Value)
"A cafetiere has a filter device"
:Def (And (Cafetiere ?Frame) (Filter-
Device ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Has-Jug (?Frame ?Value)
"A cafetiere has a jug"
:Def (And (Cafetiere ?Frame) (Jug ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Produces (?Frame ?Value)
"A kitchen appliance is used to pro-
duce some substance"
:Def (And (Kitchen-Appliance ?Frame) (Sub-
stance ?Value)))

where a jug is defined as a substance container, because
it can contain both a liquid and a solid substance. The
espresso coffee maker is defined by the following expres-
sion:

(Define-Class Espresso-Coffee-Maker (?X)
"An espresso cof-
fee maker is a kind of tool that pro-
duces espresso coffee and has a wa-
ter reservoir,

a filter that also holds coffee and a cof-
fee reservoir."

:Def (And (Coffee-Maker-Device ?X)))

and slots:

(Define-Relation Produces (?Frame ?Value)
"An espresso coffee maker pro-
duces espresso coffee"

:Def (And (Espresso-Coffee-
Maker ?Frame) (Espresso ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Has-Coffee-
Reservoir (?Frame ?Value)
"An espresso coffee maker has a cof-
fee reservoir"
:Def (And (Espresso-Coffee-
Maker ?Frame)(Coffee-Reservoir ?Value)))

Define-Relation Has-Filter-And-Coffee-
Holder (?Frame ?Value)
"An espresso coffee maker has a fil-
ter and coffee holder"
:Def (And (Espresso-Coffee-
Maker ?Frame) (Filter-And-Coffee-
Holder ?Value)))

Define-Relation Has-Water-
Reservoir (?Frame ?Value)
"An espresso coffee maker has a wa-
ter reservoir"
:Def (And (Espresso-Coffee-
Maker ?Frame) (Water-Reservoir ?Value)))

As there is no direct resemblance between the definition
of the two concepts it is necessary to generalise the con-
cept of a cafetire (as is done in the motivating scenario).
The French (mirror) ontology does not belong to the same
cluster as the Italian ontology. This latter ontology has as
parent ontology the Dutch/Italian shared. In this shared on-
tology a concept Coffee maker device is defined as a kind
of Coffee maker, concept (the latter which is defined in the
application ontology). The coffee maker device is defined
as:

(Define-Class Coffee-Maker-Device (?X)
"A coffee maker device is a kind of cof-
fee maker. It produces cof-
fee drinks and has a water container,

a filter that also holds coffee and a cof-
fee container."
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker ?X)))

(Define-Relation Has-Filter-Holding-
Coffee (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker device has a fil-
ter also holding coffee."
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker-
Device ?Frame) (Filters-And-Holds-
Coffee ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Has-Water-
Container (?Frame ?Value)
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"A coffee maker device has a wa-
ter container"
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker-
Device ?Frame) (Water-Container ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Has-Coffee-
Container (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker device has a cof-
fee container"
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker-
Device ?Frame) (Coffee-Container ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Produces-
Drink (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker device pro-
duces drink coffee"
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker-
Device ?Frame) (Coffee ?Value)))

At this stage the relationships between concepts and
their attributes in the ontology clusters are taken into ac-
count. As mentioned in section 3 attributes are considered
hierarchically organised, therefore the following relations
hold in the example above. The ontology where a concept
is defined is indicated in parentheses:

Espresso coffee maker (Italian mirror ontology)
specialises the concept of Coffee maker device
(Dutch/Italian shared ontology);

The attribute Has water reservoir in Espresso coffee
maker specialises the attribute Has water container in
Coffee maker device;

The attribute Has filter and coffee holder in Espresso
coffee maker specialises the attribute Has filter hold-
ing coffee in Coffee maker device;

The attribute Has coffee reservoir in Espresso coffee
maker specialises the attribute Has coffee container in
Coffee maker device.

In this case all these attributes are inherited and there is
no distinguishing attribute.
In order to access an ontology that is shared both by the
Italian and by the French agent, that is the application on-
tology itself it is necessary to climb a step further in the
ontology hierarchy.

In the application ontology the concept coffee maker
is defined as a direct hypernym for the concept cafetire
and is also hypernym of the concept espresso coffee maker
through the intermediate concept coffee maker device:

(Define-Class Coffee-Maker (?X)
"A coffee maker is a kind of kitchen appli-
ance. It produces coffee

and has a liquid container, a filter com-
ponent and a coffee holder."
:Def (And (Kitchen-Appliance ?X)))

with attributes:

(Define-Relation Has-Coffee-
Holder (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker has a component hold-
ing coffee"
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker ?Frame) (Substance-
Container ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Has-Filter-
Component (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker has a component filtering"
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker ?Frame) (Filter-
Component ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Has-Liquid-
Container (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker has a component contain-
ing liquids"
:Def (And (Coffee-Maker ?Frame) (Substance-
Container ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Is-Used-To-
Produce (?Frame ?Value)
"A coffee maker has a component contain-
ing liquids"
:Def (And (Kitchen-Appliance ?Frame) (Sub-
stance ?Value)))

where the Filter component is defined as a Component
and the attribute Is used to produce is inherited by Kitchen
appliance.
To explain the cafetière concept to Nicola, the Italian agent,
it will be necessary to map this concept into a concept
Nicola is familiar with, that is the concept coffee maker
in the application ontology. This is obtained by relating
some of the attributes of cafetière as inherited from the at-
tributes of the concept coffee maker in the application on-
tology. The remaining attributes of cafetière are the distin-
guishing attributes that will also be added to the mapping
function. In this way the relationships relating the concept
of cafetière to the concept of coffee maker can be described
as:

Cafetière (French mirror ontology) specialises the
concept of Coffee maker (Application ontology)

The attribute Has filter device in Cafetière specialises
the attribute Has filter component in Coffee maker

The attribute Has jug component in Cafetière spe-
cialises the attribute Substance container and is re-
lated to the attributes Has liquid container and Has
coffee holder.

This latter point deserves further attention. The attribute
Has Jug is defined of type Jug in the French mirror ontol-
ogy. The ONTOLINGUA definition for Jug is:

(Define-Class Jug (?X)
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"A jug is a kind of substance con-
tainer. It is a component of a

cafetire that can both contain a liq-
uid and hold a ground coffee

powder"
:Def (And (Substance-Container ?X)))

(Define-Relation Composes (?Frame ?Value)
"A jug is a component of a cafetiere"
:Def (And (Jug ?Frame) (Cafetiere ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Contains (?Frame ?Value)
"A jug contains some liquid"
:Def (And (Jug ?Frame) (Liquid ?Value)))

(Define-Relation Holds-
Inside (?Frame ?Value)
"A jug holds inside ground coffee"
:Def (And (Jug ?Frame) (Ground-Coffee-
Powder ?Value)))

In this case the Jug is a kind of Substance container
(French mirror ontology) that specialises the homony-
mous concept of Substance container defined in Applica-
tion ontology. Both the attributes Has liquid container and
Has coffee holder for the concept Coffee maker (Applica-
tion ontology) are defined as kind of Substance container.
Therefore Jug, in turns, specialises Substance container
(Application ontology) adding the distinguishing features
that a jug composes a Cafetière and that both contains a
liquid substance and holds the coffee powder. Jug is re-
lated to Has liquid container and Has coffee holder as those
concepts specialise the hypernym for Jug (Substance con-
tainer) in the Application ontology.

Once related the cafetière to the coffee maker the in-
formation that a cafetière is a kind of coffee maker and is
characterised by a set of distinguishing attribute is passed
down to the Italian ontology. In this way, Nicola will be
able to approximate the concept of a cafetière by relating it
to a concept, Coffee maker, that he knows.

8 Conclusion

In this article we reported on a small experiment in the in-
tegration of heterogeneous information sources. To posi-
tion our experiment in the vast amount of heterogeneous-
resource-integration literature we commenced by defining
the term heterogeneity more precisely. A total of seventeen
kinds of resource heterogeneity was distinguished based on
the steps taken in an imaginary system-engineering pro-
cess. In these, seven different kinds of ”language hetero-
geneity”, and eight different kinds of ”ontology hetero-
geneity” were distinguished. It is interesting to note is that
three heterogeneity kinds fall arguably in both of these cat-
egories.
The aim of our experiment is to investigate the feasibility
of using a set of related ontologies rather than one over-

arching ontology or several independent ontologies. We
discussed a proposal for an agent architecture with a hi-
erarchical ordering of ontologies. Ontologies lower in the
structure contain more refined concepts than the ontologies
higher in the structure and since different branches of on-
tologies may extend on their concepts in different ways,
the structure allows heterogeneous ontologies. The coffee-
preparing domain is attractive as it serves to illustrate that
different communities may share knowledge at different
abstraction levels. Since all communities share the ’cof-
fee basics’, there will always be a way to explain unknown
concepts in known terms, albeit that this may cause loss
some of information.
Although the idea of using abstract and more refined on-
tologies is not a novelty, the idea to use a structured set
of heterogeneous ontologies simultaneously in a distributed
architecture has not received much attention. In such archi-
tectures we hope to combine the advantages of having ab-
stract ontologies (general applicability) and refined ontolo-
gies (more meaningful communication). Unfortunately, we
also inherit some disadvantages. One important disadvan-
tage of ontology structures such as the one proposed is
that translations are required between the ontologies in the
structure. In the article we have shown the role of inher-
ited and distinguishing attributes in such translations. We
think the disadvantage can be outweighed by the benefits
of having a more flexible and maintainable way of deal-
ing with communication standards. Ongoing experiments
will focus on the evaluation of the translations obtained
with such approach, and on extending the approach in the
case of real life applications with several definitions. These
experiments aim at giving us more insights regarding the
circumstances under which advantages and disadvantages
take manifest.
This research is partly conducted as a PhD project of the
second author who will continue to explore the possibili-
ties of ontology structures and their implications on agent
communication.
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